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Abstract 03

Brands, collections, colors and styles are increasingly being created every season,
changing accordingly to the many trends’ society generates. People and lifestyle
transform rapidly, and so their expectations. With all the demanding adjustments
this sector has to currently face, it seems, the industry is facing unprecedented
challenges to meet consumer needs. The textile industry is one of the many
industries that has the capacity to have a big impact on the environment and
society. In the presents that impact leads toward the negative side. It is known that
the fashion industry is responsible for 10% of global annual carbon emissions. This
creates an urgency for us to reduce the effects the industry has as much as
possible. One way is going back what we know from our ancestors and that is bio-
dying. The processes of bio-dying successfully exploit the potential of natural
biological systems, making industrial activity more environmentally friendly. This
paper is the result of using the bio-dying method as a way to be sustainable and, at
the same time, bring back the knowledge we have while using contemporane
technology.
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Introduction  05
Natural dyes offer a sustainable and eco-friendly alternative to synthetic dyes, which
can have a significant impact on the environment. The production of synthetic dyes
involves the use of petrochemical-based dye intermediates, which can generate
hazardous and toxic chemicals that pollute the environment. In contrast, natural dyes
are derived from renewable sources, such as plants, insects, and minerals, and their
production involves fewer chemical reactions and energy consumption. By using
natural dyes, textile products can be produced using a more environmentally friendly
process. Bio-mordant and natural finishing agents can also be used in the process,
further reducing the environmental impact. Such eco-friendly textile products are
considered sustainable because they begin and end their life cycle without causing
harm to humans or the environment. Many researchers worldwide are investigating
methods to produce more eco-friendly natural dyed textile products to promote the
use of sustainable textiles. The use of natural dyes can contribute to a cleaner and
greener environment, making it an attractive option for those who want to promote
sustainability.
This project reflects on the beautiful memories. Returning to the roots and primary
values   of childhood. Its a project that balances between the past the traditions and the
present and future. It is a combination of what I know from my grandparents and what
I learned from Fabricademy.
The goal of this project is to successfully combine the traditional ways with innovative
techniques. Its to give people the possibility to take a piece of memorie from the past
with them to the present.



State of the Art 06

https://www.kennethwingar
d.com/blog/diy/pegboard-
cross-stitch

My main Artistic References which helped me progress with the work and plan my
idea are the following 2 pages.

https://www.thehomesteady.com/m
y-blog/2016/02/how-to-make-your-
own-cross-stitch-pattern.html



Problematic 07

The main problem i tried to touch with this project is a way to revive the national treasures of
my country through different innovative technics and ways.

This project comes as a reflection of what I know from my grandparents and what I learned
from Fabricademy.

The goal of this project is to successfully combine the traditional ways with innovative
techniques. Its to give people the possibility to take a piece of memories from the past with
them to the present.
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Tools 09

Pattern Maker for cross stitch, Pro (https://pattern-maker-for-cross-stitch-
pro1.software.informer.com/4.1/?fbclid=IwAR0o8Hzbvs-v2rtDGpolWy-s5e1A0bLP-
OUyjYokfM0wfZIHzEODGf8KQ4w)
Laser cutter (Fablab)

 

https://pattern-maker-for-cross-stitch-pro1.software.informer.com/


Experimentations and Research process 10

PROJECT STEPS
The process of bringing the project to l i fe

02
Bio-dyeing

01
Selecting the

fibers,preparing them
and gathering the

necessary ingredients.

03
Laser cutting and

embroidery pattern
making

04
Starting the embroidery

05
Next Step



STEP 1

Selecting the fibers,preparing them and gathering the necessary
ingredients.



The first step in any dying process is to prepare the fibers and textiles. This is done
by weighting the fibers (WoF). We will need the WoF for future recipes for the
dyeing process. Everything begins with the scouring process, that is a process in
which we clean our fibers. For the semi natural threads i used 2 spoons of sodium
bicarbonate to 4l of water. The next part is the mordanting step. This is a
substance, typically an inorganic oxide, that combines with a dye or stain and
thereby fixes it in a material. As my mordant I used Alum. The ratio was 10 % of
WoF. After all of the above is done, I started to prepare the dye bath.



Greens

Red/Violet

BrownBeige 



STEP 2

Bio-dyeing process



First i prepared a pot with water (about half of it). When the water started to
boil i added the necessary ingredient (onion peels, avocado pits, etc.) and the
started to add little by little some backing soda to get the necessary color.
After i was sure of the color, i dipped the threads in it and simmered them for
about 2 hours and then let them cool down overnight.
Next day i put them to dry out, then i created the bobbins and started my
work.



STEP 3

Laser cutting and embroidery pattern making



The framed embroidery was transferred into a pattern using the pattern
making app.



Based on the embroidery scheme i cut out the canvas at
the laser so i have the base to embroider on. The dimeter
of the circles was 5mm. The canvas design was made
directly in the laser cuter app, so i can have the maximum
width of what i can cut. My approach to this was based on
the idea to get as many circles as the laser will allow me in
a maximum of 50 cm width of the felt i had.



STEP 4

Starting the embroidery
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Discussion, Conclusion 22

The obtained results shows that we bio-dyeing can be used as a way to be sustainable
and care for the environment. Additionally, by using bio-dyes we can help support local
farmers and communities who grow the natural sources used in the dyeing process.
Based on the results we can confirm tha semi-natural threads, can be a good option for
bio-dyeing. While the natural ones can absorb the dyes better, semi-natural threads can
have the advantages of both natural and synthetic fibers, allowing for a wider range of
dyeing options. Overall, using bio-dye on semi-natural threads can be a sustainable and
eco-friendly choice that supports both the environment and local communities. Also, the
goal of this project  that is the combination and preservation of the traditions and
memories of our childhood was achieved as planed.
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